Board Of Trustees Discusses
Allocations And Arches

Problems ranging from million dollar budgets to teachers' feeling actions were considered in an afternoon meeting of the trustees Tuesday.

President Don D. Patterson re- ported on the $8,060,000 budget ap- proved by the board for the next academic year. He said the trustees "are in favor of everything we budgeted, but we will need more." He said the cut in support state aid would be a major problem for the college.

The president noted that the completion of a new classroom building this summer will allow the college to use its classrooms to other departments.

And the new elementary school (which opened on Monday) will allow the construction of a new classroom building.

The trustees will meet again next Monday to discuss further plans for the new building.

Playmates Reign Over
IK's Dance

Your lovely coeds have been selected from Eastern's men and women in the annual "Play- boy" magazine dance April 11. The following students were selected:

Sharon Humes, junior, and Er- mon C. Hendricks, junior, will represent the women, and

Charles L. Harrison, junior, and Clor- ence Z. Smith, senior, will represent the men.

The dance will be held in the hall lounge from 9 to 11 p.m. on Tuesday, April 25. The dance will be "along the Playboy theme," with red and black and other symbols associated with the magazine being displayed.

The decorations were supplied by the magazine.

A 10-cent information-formal affair is $1.50. It is a non- official affair and will allow the students to "Playboy" campus representa- tives to mingle with the students, who will be given party favors supplied by the magazine advertisers.

Tickets for the evening will be available at the circulation desk of the Daily Eastern News, at $1.50 each, and at the College Union Building, and Mrs. Paul Wood, and Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Wood.

The special committee in charge of the event is Student Council, and the committee general chairman, Ray Hirst, chairman, Seat- ting Committee, and Robert Robert, chairman, will handle all the details of the evening.

The entertainment will be provided by the ladies of the College Union Building.

Annual Is
Shaping Up

Going into the second week of Spring quarter, the Student Union office is beginning to take on the appearance of an overgrown barnyard, with what appears to be a lot of fun and activity inside.

The 1962 year book is slowly turning into shape. According to College President Charles F. Beale, the book will be ready in time to be included in the "Campus Mail" set at the Student Union Building and addressed to BOO 600.

The board will consist of the 116 students who will be selected for the book.

The importance of correct- ness is emphasized, and the book will be the only book that will be available for sale.

Strongly echoed and enforced is the rule that all student participants must be members of the Student Union, or they will not be allowed to participate.

Weekend Deadlines for completing the form and returning it to RO 600 will be in time on Wednesday, April 16, and week from today.

Murcho To Provide
Over 9th Model UN

MURCHIO, May 27- Presi- dent of the United Nations General Assembly will preside over the Ninth Model UN to be held at the University of Southern California April 26-28.

The president will be Dr. George C. Marshall, executive secretary of the United Nations General Assembly.

The assembly will be held in the Student Union Building and will consist of the 116 members of the Student Union, who will represent the various countries of the world.

The assembly will be open to the public and will be broadcast on television.

The event will be sponsored by the College Union Building and the Student Union.

April 10th Deadline

April 10, is the deadline for all students to turn in their personal information to the yearbook.

This information must include name, social security number, and all other available information.

The present "Brigadoon" comes to the K. W. O. campus tonight and Saturday to be a very pleasing show. All of the cast are excited and well, and it should be a fine offering.

The show is divided into two parts and will be presented by the American Dance Bor- row and the cheerleaders.

The two American Dance Bor- row members will be dressed in costume and will be deeply dressed in costume.

The performance is a comedy and will be a lot of fun.

The show is divided into two parts and will be presented by the American Dance Borrow and the cheerleaders.

The two American Dance Borrow members will be dressed in costume and will be deeply dressed in costume.

The performance is a comedy and will be a lot of fun.
The American political system as we know it or perhaps as we imagine it to be based on the ideas of James Madison and Thomas Jefferson is under serious threat. As Madison wrote in Federalist Paper No. 67, “The political system of the United States, like all others which have been established since the discovery of the New World, is no experiment. In the first instance, it is a system which has been adopted by the people of a nation to secure to themselves the blessings of a representative government. In the second instance, it is a system which has been adopted by the people of a nation to secure to themselves the blessings of a representative government.” And yet, as Madison also wrote, “We must be prepared to sacrifice a part of our country, a part of our liberty, a part of our property, a part of our life, in order to secure the blessings of our Government.”

Study In 20th Cent. Unity

By Patricia Fellake

In spite of the conservative single-minded gray suit and the panel of glaring brokers and dull as drab, he could no doubt find a way to do business in the face of his vilinism. In the face of their unwillingness to change, he could still do something. The American political system is an experiment, and it is an experiment that we must all be prepared to sacrifice in order to secure the blessings of our Government. In the first instance, it is a system which has been adopted by the people of a nation to secure to themselves the blessings of a representative government. In the second instance, it is a system which has been adopted by the people of a nation to secure to themselves the blessings of a representative government.

Down With Plaster Head

It is Spring, a time of renewal, and we are entering into a new era of hope and optimism. It is a time to reflect on the past year and to look forward to the challenges that lie ahead. The plaster head, a symbol of conformity and oppression, must be removed from our society. It is time to stand up and be counted, to demand the end of all forms of oppression and discrimination. The plaster head represents a world where diversity and individuality are suppressed, where people are forced to fit into predetermined molds.

American System Drowned?

The American political system as we know it or perhaps as we imagine it to be based on the ideas of James Madison and Thomas Jefferson is under serious threat. As Madison wrote in Federalist Paper No. 67, “The political system of the United States, like all others which have been established since the discovery of the New World, is no experiment. In the first instance, it is a system which has been adopted by the people of a nation to secure to themselves the blessings of a representative government. In the second instance, it is a system which has been adopted by the people of a nation to secure to themselves the blessings of a representative government.” And yet, as Madison also wrote, “We must be prepared to sacrifice a part of our country, a part of our liberty, a part of our property, a part of our life, in order to secure the blessings of our Government.”

More On Our Sac Problem

Last week, the student council announced that the student body would be voting on a new policy regarding the handling of sacs and gloves. The policy, which was introduced by the student council, would require students to wear gloves while handling sacs, in order to prevent the spread of disease. The policy was met with widespread opposition, as many students felt that it was unnecessary and inconvenience.
Duke Dazzles Large Crowd With Songs

By Dick Carter

Miss Karen Duke came out on stage of the filled auditorium of Schooner Hall Thursday and gave the students and faculty of Eastern a program that can be described as "right" and "fantastic."

She began her performance by singing and playing some specially arranged ballads from Europe and America. She then showed them some songs which are more popular and modern.

The people who attended the program were more than pleased with Miss Duke. They showed their enthusiasm by asking for an encore at the end of the performance.

After the show, a few of the students went backstage to talk to the performer and found her warm, friendly person. She also immediately became interested in some of the activities on campus and particularity in the production of the musical "Teenagers!"

Later in the evening, Miss Duke attended the rehearsal of the show. When asked what she thought of the show, she remarked that it should be a very good show.

Miss Duke was also pleased with the reception she received from the audience at Eastern.

The auditorium was filled to the point where some of the latecomers had to go to the balcony to find space. The student and faculty members should be changed each quarter, in order
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Art's Festival Events

April 13—"Midsummer Night's Dream," Shakespeare .YMCA College Play at 8:15 p.m. Arts Festival Exchange Hall.

April 15—Art Exhibit—Gaylen Hansen, Idle Lounge

April 16—Music Concerts, 3:15 p.m., Shakespeare.

April 18—Armed Services Quartet 400, Shawmut.


April 23—Music "The King and I," Contemporary.

April 24—Music "The Barlow," Alumni Hall.

April 29—Music "The Barlow," Alumni Hall.

May 3—Music "The King and I," Contemporary.

May 5—Music "The Barlow," Alumni Hall.

May 6—Music "The King and I," Contemporary.


May 16—Music "The King and I," Contemporary.


May 21—Music "The King and I," Contemporary.


May 23—Music "The Barlow," Alumni Hall.


May 29—Music "The King and I," Contemporary.


"We are advertised by our loving friends..."
**Sutton, Hudson Contend For IM First Position**

The final round of winter meets started this week, and the quarterfinal invitational schedule should provide interesting events. The biggest meet of the season is at Washington State and Idaho. These two teams have been fighting for close finishes for first place and the opportunity to go on to national meets.

According to coach W. B. Hunt, 1987's impressive director of track and field, the meet will be on April 5th. The meet will feature events such as the shot put, discus, and javelin. According to coach, W. B. Hunt, the athletes will be competing at their best form, ready to make a statement in the national stage.

**Baseballers Split**

The Bears and the Saints split their series with a 9-7 victory over the Saints on Saturday and a 6-3 win over the Bears on Sunday. The Saints were led by their strong pitching, while the Bears were able to score enough runs to secure the win. The series was a great test for both teams, and it will be interesting to see how they perform in their next games.

**SPC To Be First Cinder Foe**

Eastern Washington College will face their first major challenge on April 5th, when they play against the University of Idaho. The Saints will be looking to make a statement in the league, while the Bears will be hoping to secure their first win of the season. The game will be held at 2 PM at the Eastern Washington College stadium.

**EW Baseball Looking Up**

The Gemmen of the EWU baseball team seem to be looking up as the team is now getting into full swing. Several players have shown considerable improvement in the past weeks, and this trend is expected to continue. The team's performance will be crucial in their upcoming games, especially against tough opponents. The team is expected to have a strong showing, and fans are looking forward to seeing their performance.

**Casual Shoes by Summerette**

You'll be the envy of your crowd in these smart new casuals by Summerette. And you'll be comfortable too, with Em-palletite shoes in gray and purple. A choice of colors, so you can still have fun with the trend. And you'll be ready for any occasion, from work to play. See them now at The Crestco.

**Nutters To Meet Zags**

One of the strongest bullies, Junior Eastern Washington, has had a rough season so far this year. However, the Nutters have shown a lot of improvement in recent weeks, and they are looking forward to their next game against the Zags. The game will be held at 7 PM at the Eastern Washington College stadium, and fans are expected to turn out in large numbers to support their team.
Legislators Debate 1959 Tax Issues

On Wednesday afternoon the discussing went on behind closed doors in the student union. Republican Senator John H. Happy and his colleague Rep. Alfred Adams both on Democratic Bank of the Senate called into a discussion the new elements of the legislation.

Both H. and Adams hit hard at the Democrats for failing to keep the two to four per cent tax on the sale of the large business at the same time it was being cut down to a dollar tax.

W. H. made it clear that if the Democrats did not make up their minds on what they would do they would have to split the large business tax short in order to keep the two to four per cent tax.

Newman Club Meets

Saturday evening, April 6, the Newman club sponsored a dinner at the Hotel for thirty students.

Miss Mary B. Newman, social chairman, reported that everyone had a good time, and the Newman club was glad in the present day.

THERE'S AN IMPORTANT FUTURE AHEAD FOR THE MEN WHO WEAR THESE WINGS

U.S. ARMY AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

NEW RECRUITS

APRIL 8, 1959

TH E FA THER RUMBER 5 E8

The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of many talents. He is that of a master of the sky and on the ground. In addition, he is a better educated man an expert in electronics, mathematics, and chemistry.

Mrs. Grace D. Denton, President of the U.S. Army Aviation Cadets, has announced that the program will be expanded for 1959-1960.

The course includes an introduction to the history and development of the Air Force, as well as a study of the various branches of the service.

The course is offered at the Army Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and is open to all high school graduates.

The program is designed to provide a sound foundation in the principles of aviation and to prepare students for a career in the field of aviation.

BACHELOR'S DANCE IS HIT

Although few people attended, the Bachelor's Club Bachelor's dance proved to be a huge success. The形成 who were there enjoyed every minute of the affair, and only one couple left before the dance was over and playing at midnight.

The dance was unexpectedly enjoyed, and the night club atmosphere made it a very enjoyable dance. Rather than pay the large bills, the club was provided with a punch bar and bowling green. John Doolittle, the owner of the club, provided punch bar and bowling green.

The punches were provided at this time, and the objects of the dance were to drink and have fun.

As information on the main event of the evening took place when the club was closed, Tom Roper, the Bachelor's Club Chairman, Louis Warneke, and Miss Weeks received a large bouquet of roses and a check from each of the Bachelor's.

Cafeteria To Reopen Soon

According to the latest estimates, both of the cafeteria and the cafeteria-restaurant, the cafeteria and the cafeteria-restaurant will reopen within two weeks.

Orson B. Edith, who has been acting as President of the cafeteria, has announced that small adjustments in plans which were made by the cafeteria-restaurant have now been completed and work should go ahead rapidly from this point.

The new cafeteria will contain both a large dining room and a youth room. The dining room will be located in the room that was originally designed, and will be able to serve both coffee and meals.
Native Song, DanceSparks Potpourri

Former Westغربck college
instructors foreign students dropped
out of their usual campus charac-
ter, and came to the
large crowd in the lkeeland lounge
friday a program by Suzanne Silvercruys, an
Internationally famous sculptor and
educational in Lewiston, Idaho.

KEWC Spring Schedule

APRIL 8, 1959

7:00 - 8:00 Country Music Time
8:05 - 9:00 Country Music Time
9:05 - 9:15 Country Music Time
9:15 - 9:30 Country Music Time
9:30 - 9:45 Country Music Time
9:35 - 9:45 Country Music Time

HOW TO MAKE $25

Get the authentic article
Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

Sculptor, Lecturer Convocation at Showalter Tomorrow

Showalter tomorrow. An in-
novative-ly decorated shrine and
klafer, will appear at
10:00 the Hanchel tomorrow afternoon
for an art program. During her lecture on how to
art about finding bargains.

KEWCMen Land Jobs In Radio-TV

Three radio men from K1
soon to appear in

SU Board Talks Policy

Auction of a policy for the
student union building was
considered. But Wally's post-

Dancing Steer

Get the antique article
Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

Thiefish translation

The guys who patrol the fences on this man's
farm form a slacker (chisel-felder), a brighty (shovel-felder) and
a Hamburg (fast-felder) — running from left field to right. The slacker
is known as the "go-getter" or "drop-in" — the line-up's third
baseman. He is the second line of an eye chart. He also
plays shortstop when it counts to smoking. He goes all out for the honest taste of the
tobacco — the unforgettable taste of a Lucky Strike!